Books recommended for ages 0-6

D is For Dragon Dance by Ying Chang Compestine (j398.261 COMPESTINE)
This is Not a Dragon Party by Mike Flaherty (E FLAHERTY)
Dear Dragon by Josh Funk (E FUNK)
Do Not Bring Your Dragon to the Library by Julie Gassman (E GASSMAN)
There Was an Old Dragon Who Swallowed a Knight by Penny Parker Klostermann (E KLOSTERMANN)
Have You Seen My Dragon? By Steve Light (E LIGHT)
One Drowsy Dragon by Ethan Long (E LONG)
Dragon Dancing by Carole Lexa Schaefer (E SCHAEFER)
Angel in Beijing by Belle Yang (E YANG)

Books recommended for ages 7-12

Where in the World Can I...Find a Dragon? by Shawn Brennan (j597.959 BRENNAN)
The Dragon with a Chocolate Heart by Stephanie Burgis (j BURGIS)
The Dragon Thief by Zetta Elliot (j ELLIOT)
My Father’s Dragon by Ruth Gannett (j GANNETT)
**Dragon Slippers** series by Jessica Day George (j GEORGE)
**Dragon Keepers** series by Kate Klimo (j KLIMO)
Joan Proctor, Dragon Doctor: the Woman Who Loved Reptiles by Patricia Valdez (jB VALDEZ, P)
**Dragon Masters** series by Tracey West (j WEST)